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Looking for a work opportunity where I can offer my creative mind, my 
engineering problem-solving skills and my experience to become an essential part
of the solution. 

MAY 2011 – DECEMBER 2013
PRODUCT DESIGN ENGINEER INTERN - ABC CORPORATION

 Automated filling machines in SolidWorks ensuring the customers satisfaction in
ease of use for the machine and overall efficient designed product changeover.

 Improved equipment sub-assemblies in the workflow process to reduce product 
fabrication time.

 Developed customer specific line drawings in AutoCAD for plant layout and 
staging purposes.

 This improved management of change process when customers made 
modifications to the original design and equipment layout from the original 
proposal.

 Created Engineering drawings, technical manuals and spare parts database for 
customers to streamline parts reorder processes.

 Improved customer satisfaction ensuring correct replacement parts were 
ordered when components were damaged.

 Worked with the production team on Lean processes reducing fabrication time 
by 5%, and still ensuring superior product at a lower cost through the use of 
more efficient and quality conscious vendors.

2008 – 2011
PRODUCT DESIGN ENGINEER - ABC CORPORATION

 Worked alongside Product Design Manager to support Marketing and Sales 
department with highly detailed AutoCAD drawings.

 Designed new tools for warehouse assembly production through detailed 
Assemblies and IPBs.

 Created check lists to manage productivity while providing an accurate 
estimated time of completion of jobs and drawings via Excel and Word.

 Accomplished a method of producing customer drawings in a timely fashion 
using Formulated Configurations in the Block Editor feature of AutoCAD.

 Created over 1000 detailed drawings for company website Increased line 
production speed and precision with new Hinge Jigs designs.

 Updated and Achieved Standard Drawing Configurations for each style and 
setup of Doors.

 Designed new hardware Drawings as blocks within AutoCAD to ensure accurate 
style and scale for future configuration changes Assisted in final quality check 
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after product completion.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology - (Purdue University - 
Hammond, IN)

SKILLS

Machine shop design and fabrication.
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